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Foreword by the President of the Wrocław Organising Committee of The World Games 2017
It’s my pleasure to present the third edition of The World Games 2017 Bulletin. In it you will find
a wealth of information regarding the ongoing preparations for the Games which will take place here
in Wrocław in just under two years.
The last few months have proved to be a very important period in our journey towards The World
Games 2017. In June the Polish delegation including the Mayor of Wrocław, the Under-Secretary of
State for Sport and Tourism and the President of the Polish Olympic Committee held an important
meeting with Dr Thomas Bach, President of the International Olympic Committee, during which they
received strong assurances that TWG 2017 is very important to the Olympic Movement and will have
a significant influence on further, closer cooperation between IWGA and IOC in the future.
July was marked by the presentation of the official mascots of the TWG 2017 - Jaś and Małgosia during
the X SuperFinal of the Polish American Football League. Over 14 000 fans attended the game helping
to make it a huge success. The SuperFinal is one of several events that have served tests for the WOC
and helped us check the effectiveness of our organisational preparations for large sport events.
We have also been pleased to see our team of TWG 2017 Ambassadors grow in recent months. It now
includes two Polish Olympic champions Renata Mauer-Różańska and Paweł Rańda as well as one of
Poland’s best Speedway racers Maciej Janowski and Babatunde Aiyegbusi, an up-and-coming star of
American football.
On the organisational side of the WOC’s preparations, we are very glad to see work begin on the
upgrading and renovation of Wrocław’s Olympic Stadium and the swimming pool complex on
Wejherowska Street. We also look forward to launching the tender process for the construction of the
track needed to host rollerskating events during the Games.
Feel free to visit our webpage www.theworldgames2017.com where you will find all the latest
information about this great festival of sport coming to Wrocław in July 2017.
On behalf of the Wrocław Organising Committee,
- Piotr Przygoński, President
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2. Investments
A) Renovation of the Olympic Stadium in Wrocław
The largest investment directly connected with The World Games is the renovation of the Olympic
Stadium. This grand structure has seen significant decay in recent years which means that TWG 2017
will serve as an excellent pretext to upgrade it and make it more accessible not only to handicapped
individuals and families with children, but also to the citizens of Wrocław in general, especially fans of
speedway racing and american football. The public tender process has been completed and work is
already under way on the renovation. After its completion the stadium will have a new lighting system
and new seats making it capable of holding up to 15 thousand spectators at one time. The renovation
will cost around 40 million USD and the completion date is set for the beginning of 2017.
B) Renovation of the swimming pool complex on Wejherowska St. in Wrocław
Thanks to the TWG 2017 the swimming pool complex on Wejherowska Street, just 5 km from the city
center, will be upgraded to Olympic standards and will include an enclosed pool and stands for the
audience. The two existing outdoor pools will be upgraded as well. After TWG 2017 the complex will
serve city residents as a training center for young swimmers and a site for the organization of various
competitions.
The public tender process for this project has been finalized. The city of Wrocław will spend
approximately 46,8 million PLN (14,5 million USD) on the indoor part of the complex and almost 21
million PLN (6,5 million USD) on the outdoor part. Polish Ministry of Sport and Tourism supports the
investment with 23 million PLN (7,5 million USD). All works should end by the beginning of 2017.
During TWG 2017 the complex will be used for canoe polo matches as well as finswimming and
lifesaving competitions.
C) Millenium Park investments
Millenium Park located in the West of Wrocław will be home to a one-of-a kind in Poland track
constructed to host inlineskating races during TWG 2017. Afterwards it will be open to the public and
according to current plans will be the first element of a sports complex dedicated to the recreational
needs of city residents. We prepare to launch the tender process for the construction. The track will be
ready by the end of 2016.
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D) Other sport venues
In this edition of the bulletin we would like present yet another group of venues selected to serve
as the stage for the many thrilling competitions of The World Games 2017.
-WKS Śląsk Wrocław Stadium on Oporowska Street
Śląsk Wrocław Stadium occupies a special place in the hearts of Wrocław football fans. Before moving
to the newly-constructed Wrocław Stadium, Śląsk Wrocław played its football matches here for many
years. Today the team still uses the Oporowska Street stadium for its training sessions and for matches
of its second team. It also served as a practice field for the Czech national team during Euro2012.
Among its many advantages, the stadium has a heated pitch and a 1400lx lighting system as well as
a VIP section where special guests can watch events below in comfort and in style.
During TWG 2017 the stadium will be used for the ultimate frisbee and lacrosse competitions.
Seating capacity: 8 346 (2784 seats under-roof)
-WKK Arena
This complex of buildings, currently in the last phase of construction, will contain both a sport centre
and a three-star hotel. The sport centre will house two full-size basketball courts, a half-size basketball
court and a special warm-up area. After hosting the korfball and floorball competitions during TWG
2017, these facilities, as well as the physical therapy centre and weight room to be located above the
courts, will be home to Wrocław's professional basketball team WKK Wrocław.
Seating capacity: 700 (permanent). 1000-1200 during The Word Games 2017
-National Forum of Music
The National Forum of Music, recently opened to the public on 4 September 2015 is a modern complex
of concert halls located in the heart of Wrocław. Its largest hall seats 1800 while the smaller ones hold
between 250 and 450 spectators. Practice rooms, offices and an exhibition area occupy the remaining
space.
During TWG 2017 the Forum will be one of the main focal points for competitors and fans alike.
In addition to its role as the venue for powerlifting competitions, it will serve as the main media centre
and the square in front of the complex will be home to The World Games Plaza - a special place for
athletes, fans and volunteers to gather and enjoy the atmosphere of the Games together.
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National Forum of Music
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3. Organisation of the Games
A) Accreditation Concept
The procedure of issuing accreditations for The World Games 2017 will follow the guidelines of the
IWGA in accordance with the Accreditation Chart established during previous editions of the Games.
The system in 2017 will be therefore similar to the one available in Cali in 2013.
The main goal of the accreditation process is to confirm the identity and function of the persons
registered and to provide them with access to the necessary areas in order for them to carry out their
duties. It is also essential to guarantee the safety of all those involved in the competitions.
In order to ensure the efficiency of the process, one main Accreditation Centre will be set up and will
function in conjunction with several smaller centres dedicated to specific groups—athletes,
volunteers, VIP and journalists, which will be opened in different critical areas. The specific locations
of these centres are currently being analysed.
The next step in the process is to establish a uniform template for the accreditation documentation
and an outline of the access rights and privileges to be granted to each accreditation category.
This will be carried out in consultation with IWGA as well as other organizational partners.
According to the present timeline the accreditation system will begin functioning six months before
the Games begin. Further details will be provided in our next bulletin.
B) Medical Support Concept
The Wrocław Organising Committee has prepared a detailed Medical Support Concept the aim
of which is to guarantee the medical safety of all participants in The World Games 2017—athletes,
officials and fans alike. This includes providing medical care in athletes’ accommodation as well
as guaranteeing them access to at least three local hospitals if necessary.
The Medical Support Concept also contains guidelines for the anti-doping testing to be conducted
during the Games. This includes the organization and placement of control points where athletes will
be tested.
The entire Medical Support system will be coordinated by a special team comprised of a Medical
Coordinator and four assistants who will be charged with overseeing different areas of the Games.
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C) Volunteer Concept
For the last several months work has been continuing on the formulation of the Volunteer Concept for
TWG 2017 and the process has now reached the end of the conceptual phase. The WOC envisions
the creation of a highly-competent, motivated corps of volunteers who will not only contribute
significantly to the organisational success of the Games but will also leave a positive, lasting impression
on all they come in contact with.
The mission of the TWG 2017 volunteers can be summarised by its motto: “I want to - I know how to I am able to.” In outlining the aims of the Volunteer Concept, the WOC takes responsibility for
mobilising the volunteers through a special motivational program, providing them with the necessary
know-how through a series of training sessions and for guaranteeing that they have the conditions
and equipment to operate with maximum comfort and efficiency.
Beginning in 2016 the volunteer program will be promoted in the Greater Wrocław area during
different local events and in conjunction with various volunteer organisations and local sport
federations. Its goal will be to recruit the more than 2000 persons necessary for the Games.
Enrollment will begin in the autumn of 2016 and from those who sign up the WOC will choose the most
qualified to join the corps of TWG 2017 volunteers. They will then undergo a series of training courses,
both online and on-site, focusing on practical, real-life situations so that they will be able to function
to perfection in the field during the Games.
The volunteers will work in a variety of locations and carry out a wide variety of functions making them
a key part of the overall image of TWG 2017. With this in mind, their work will be closely coordinated
and monitored from a special Volunteer Centre.
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D) Accommodation Concept
Accommodation is one of the key elements in organising a large, multidiscipline sport event making
it a priority for the organisers TWG 2017. Their goal is to provide both officials and athletes with
comfortable conditions during their stay in Wrocław and allow them to focus on the joy of participating
in this great event.
The main focus of the Wrocław Organising Committee’s efforts in preparing the Accommodation
Concept is to provide a maximum of comfort, services and privacy for its guests. Accommodation is
just one part of the complex system of services being prepared for TWG 2017 and is being carefully
planned to take into consideration transport solutions, catering, accreditation and advertising as part
of the overall concept.
Wrocław has a wide range of accommodation facilities with about 5000 rooms for 10000 people in
hotels as well as several newly refurbished halls of residence where hotel services are also available.
The WOC has been working in the last few months on a list of accommodation proposals and
recommendations which have now been submitted to IWGA for consideration. This initial concept will
be amended and finalised in detail in consultation with IWGA during a series of meetings and
workshops after which the final version will be sent to TWG international sport federations.
Detailed information will be provided in the next bulletin.
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4. Promotion and communication
Sport competitions organized as test events allow the Wroclaw Organising Committee to test its
organisational procedures and operational readiness, while also providing valuable data to be analysed
in order to implement appropriate action models and better prepare for The World Games 2017.
In 2015 test events were held in four different disciplines:
- 10th SuperFinal of the Polish American Football League
The 10th SuperFinal championship game of the Polish American Football League was held at Wrocław
Stadium on 11 July. After a thrilling game, the Seahawks of Gydnia defeated the heavily-favoured
Wrocław Panthers by a score of 28-11.
Fans attending the game had the opportunity to actively test their skills in many different TWG
disciplines while visiting the Sport Village which was open throughout the afternoon before the game.
Some of the most popular attractions were the special training sessions led by NFL player Babatunde
Aiyegbusi, a native of nearby Oleśnica and the unique virtual reality films showing TWG 2017 sports.
Large crowds also gathered around the archery and indoor rowing stands and greatly enjoyed meeting
with Polish speedway racing champion Maciej Janowski, watching special Muay Thai and kickboxing
demonstrations as well as training sessions of the male and female members of the Wrocław
Scythemen lacrosse teams.
Shortly before the game the official mascots of TWG 2017 - Jaś i Małgosia (Hansel and Gretel) - were
presented to the crowd. They were accompanied onto the field by renowned Olympic medalists Renata
Mauer-Różańska and Paweł Rańda as well as Maciej Janowski, captain of the Polish speedway racing
team and Babatunde Aiyegbusi - all of whom have received the title of Official Ambassadors of TWG
2017.
In a nod to those competing in air sports during the Games, two parachutists landed on the field to
deliver the coin to be used for the official coin toss at the beginning of the game.
Approximately fourteen thousand fans attended the game. The Superfinal was as well broadcasted by
one of Poland’s leading TV sport channels.
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- Polish Karate Championships
Approximately two hundred competitors from forty different karate clubs took part in the WKF Polish
Karate Championships held on 21 February at Wrocław's Academy of Physical Education on Paderewski
Avenue. The tournament was hosted by Polish WKF branch. Those participating in this year's
championships faced off in 18 different competitions – 14 individual and 4 team covering both kumite
and kata (fighting and form).
Due to its widespread popularity around the world, karate seems almost certain to be added to the
program of sport disciplines included in the 2020 Summer Olympics in Tokyo. The World Karate
Federation (WKF) is the world's largest karate organization covering more than 180 countries. During
TWG 2017 the world's karate elite will have the opportunity to show their skills in this exciting sport.
- Martial Arts Contest 1 – Muay Thai
On 24th of November 2015 Wrocław hosted the first ever Poland vs Thailand match in Muay Thai.
More than 1500 spectators witnessed 8 spectacular fights. Three fights had intercontinental WMC
world champion belts at stake.
His Excellency Ambassador of Kingdom of Thailand in Poland Manasvi Srisodapol, deputy mayor of
Wrocław Wojciech Adamski, Joachim Gossow, International World Games Association CEO and
Stephan Fox, secretary general of International Muay Thai Association and WOC President Piotr
Przygoński attended the event.
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- Archery World Cup
The third round of the Archery World Cup took place in Wrocław from 11 to 16 August, drawing over
300 archers from 45 countries to square off in the class bow and compound bow categories as well as
in team competitions. The elimination rounds were held at Pola Marsowe on the grounds of Wrocław's
Academy of Physical Education with the final taking place in Pergoli near Centennial Hall.
According to officials from World Archery, the association responsible for organising Olympic and
paralympic archery competitions, Wrocław has the opportunity to become a permanent fixture on the
World Archery Cup circuit and help fulfill the association's mission of “promoting archery in every
corner of the world in keeping with the ideals of the Olympic movement.”
- In 2016 the following test events are planned:
- Orienteering World Cup (30 May – 2 June in Wrocław, Trzebnica and Sobótka)
- World Dance Sport Federation European Championship – Standard (May 2016 in Wrocław)
- International Floorball Tournament – Polish Open (9-11 September in Wrocław)
- World Ju-jitsu Championship (November 2016 in Wrocław)
Other competitions may also be added to this list.
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B) Other promotional events
-The World Games 2017 receives support from the IOC
At the invitation of Dr Thomas Bach, a special delegation, made up of Wrocław Mayor Rafał Dutkiewicz,
Undersecretary of State for Sport and Tourism Dorota Idzi and Polish Olympic Committee President
Andrzej Kraśnicki, presented an update on the current state of preparations for TWG 2017 in Lausanne
on 1 June. During the meeting, which included IWGA President Jose Perurena, the Polish delegation
emphasized again that they would work together closely to ensure the organizational success of the
Games. The Ministry of Sport and Tourism pledged its financial support for the ongoing infrastructure
projects and for general preparations for the TWG athletes with the POC taking special responsibility
for the Polish national teams.
According to IOC Sport Director Kit McConnell, the IOC will be observing this 10th edition of TWG very
closely as they will prove key not only for the future of events organised by IWGA but also for upcoming
editions of the Summer Olympics. The IOC will be sending observers to watch the Games in Wrocław
to gauge the potential of future Olympic disciplines based on their popularity among spectators and
the media.
The Olympic Channel, currently in the making, will be used in the future to promote the sport
disciplines of TWG 2017. This is the effect of, among others the IOC's recently ratified Agenda 2020
which envisions even closer cooperation between the IOC and IWGA in the future.
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- The Official Mascot of The World Games 2017
Out of more than 600 submissions, the characters Jaś and Małgosia (Hansel and Gretel) were selected
as mascots to represent the 10th edition of The World Games in Wrocław. The winners of the mascot
competition were Magda Włoczka and Ola Gromadowska, both students of Wrocław's High School
Nr 3. Their project was one of five to reach the final round where the winner was selected by online
vote.
The pair of mascots were first presented to the public on 11 July during the 10 th SuperFinal of the
Polish American Football League. In a ceremony before the game, their creators and WOC President
Piotr Przygoński accompanied the mascots onto the field along with official ambassadors of TWG 2017
Renata Mauer-Różańska, Paweł Rańda, Maciej Janowski and Babatunde Aiyegbusi. Fans also had the
opportunity to meet the mascots personally before the game as they made regular appearances
around TWG 2017 Sport Village outside the stadium.
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- The World Games 2017 Village
The Wrocław Organising Committee has recently created a new and innovative tool-The World Games
2017 Village- for use during promotional events. The main point of interest in The Village is a circular
tent where fans have an opportunity to wear special glasses fitted with virtual reality technology to
experience the thrill of competing in different TWG disciplines. In addition, visitors to The Village can
watch promotional films inside the tent as well as many different demonstrations put on outside by
the clubs and federations of TWG sport disciplines.
After having been unveiled for the first time during the tailgate party preceding the 10 th American
football SuperFinal in Wrocław, competitors and fans from Wrocław have had the chance to experience
The Village and try their hand at different TWG sports during the European University Championships
in Sport Climbing held in Wrocław and during the Wrocław Marathon.
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C) The World Games 2017 online
- Website
Since its initial introduction in November 2014 the official The World Games 2017 website
www.theworldgames2017.com has been enhanced and many new elements have been added to
expand its scope. Thanks to close cooperation with the federations of TWG sport disciplines the
website now contains up-to-date information regarding the latest events in each discipline as well as
other areas. After all, the Games involve the organisation not only of sport events but also of many
community and social projects and they also figure prominently in the news posted on the website.
According to site statistics, the most popular sections of the site are sport disciplines and news. With
this in mind, special care is taken to prepare information which will be of interest to the widest possible
audience---local citizens, sport fans, federation members and athletes alike. Needless to say the
website is often cited by local and national media.
It is also a pleasure to note that TWG website received an Honorable Mention award from the
prestigious AWWWARDS website. It was selected from among over 10 000 sites nominated in
a competition to recognize the talent and effort of the best web designers, developers and agencies
from around the world.
To submit materials (texts in Polish or English, videos and graphics) from your federation, please
contact: Patrycja.Wojciechowska@theworldgames2017.com

- Promotion in social media
Facebook has continued to be the mainstay of The World Games 2017 promotional campaign on the
internet. Up until June of this year the focus was on promoting the Games globally while concentrating
on those sectors of the population with particular interest in TWG 2017 disciplines. Now, however,
a new phase aimed at the residents of Wrocław has been started. Statistics indicate that it has been
successful in reaching 350 000 residents each month with www.facebook.com/TWG2017 profile views
of over 2 million (data from July 2015).
Regardless of phase the thematic schedule of the Facebook promotional campaign remains the same
and regularly includes information regarding upcoming events on the sporting calendar of TWG 2017
discipline federations.
15

- New promotional films and virtual reality technology
The last few months have seen the creation of three new films promoting TWG 2017 under the title of
“Waiting for the World Games.” They were put together with the help of athletes from three of the
sport disciplines included in the Wrocław Games - orienteering, American football and Muay Thai. The
films are shown as part of promotional campaigns for individual disciplines as well as during a variety
of large sport events. They can also be found on Facebook and on the official YouTube channel The
World Games 2017.
In addition to these traditional films, others using 360 degree technology have been created so that,
with the aid of special goggles, fans can experience the thrill of TWG sports through virtual reality.
During promotional events there is always a long line of thrill-seekers waiting to use the goggles inside
TWG 2017 spherical tent.
More films and more opportunities for fans to experience the virtual world of TWG are planned for
2016.
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5. The World Games 2017 Ambassador program
The Wrocław Organising Committee would like to invite any well-known athlete from Poland to join
their efforts by becoming an official Ambassador of The World Games 2017. With their help it will be
possible to better promote the individual disciplines of the TWG and encourage local residents to find
ways to be physically active in their free time.
Official Ambassadors take part in a variety of sport events connected with TWG 2017, promote social
programs organised and financed by the WOC while also using their reputation in the sporting world
to spread the ideals of the Games and raise awareness of them among their fans.
The last few months have seen The World Games 2017 gain four new ambassadors.
Maciej Janowski, national champion and captain of both the Polish speedway racing team and Betard
Sparta Wrocław accepted the title of Ambassador in June during a ceremony held before a league
match with KS Toruń. It was the second-to-last match to be held in Wrocław's Olympic Stadium before
its temporary closure for renovation. The ceremony was transmitted live on national television and
received considerable media attention.
In July The World Games 2017 received a great boost of support when Babatunde Aiyegbusi accepted
the title of Ambassador TWG 2017. Popularly known by his nickname „Babs” he is the first player from
the Polish American Football League to join the elite NFL after signing a contract with the Minnesota
Vikings.
The 10th SuperFinal of the Polish American Football League provided an opportunity to introduce two
other stars of the Wrocław sport world in their new role as Ambassadors of TWG 2017. The first of
these, Renata Mauer-Różańska, a two-time Olympic shooting champion, has for many years been active
in supporting initiatives aimed at promoting sport and a healthy lifestyle among young people. The
second, Paweł Rańda, won a silver medal in rowing during the Beijing Olympics. After retiring from
sport he has been involved in promoting recreation on the Odra River. Among other events, he helps
organize the Odra River Cup, an international rowing competition, whose popularity fills Wrocław's
river banks with spectators every year and the Tumski Cup, a treat for fans of dragon boat racing.
Anna Lewandowska, Artur Siódmiak, Zbigniew Bródka and Mariusz Czerkawski are also Ambassadors
of TWG 2017.
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6. Media
A) Host broadcaster
The WOC is pleased to announce that negotiations with the official host broadcaster of TWG 2017 have
reached their final phase and hopefully it will soon be possible to announce the name of the station
selected to carry the television coverage of the Games. In completing the selection process, the WOC
will gain a valuable partner capable of guaranteeing proper media coverage for an event of this scale
and who will also aid in the WOC’s ongoing efforts to promote TWG 2017.

B) Media Centre
The last edition of The World Games held in Cali in 2013 was covered by approximately 1000 journalists
from around the world and the 2017 edition of the Games is expected to attract at least as many if not
more. As a result, it is the intention of the WOC to create a main Media Centre to serve members of
the media and provide them with the necessary facilities to carry out their work.
At the present time two locations are being considered - Wrocław Stadium and the National Forum of
Music, with the NFM being the most likely choice. The main attributes of the National Forum of Music,
opened in September of this year, are its location in the city centre as well as the wide range of modern,
technical conveniences available throughout the complex.
It is worth noting that athletes will also have an opportunity to take advantage of this modern facility
as it will serve as a venue for powerlifting competitions during the Games.
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7) Legacy of The World Games 2017
A) Mali wspaniali Youth Program
The main goals of the Mali wspaniali Youth Program are to promote physical activity and a healthy
lifestyle, including good eating habits, among children in Wrocław. Last year's inaugural edition lasted
more than eight months and encompassed approximately 1000 children from 20 of Wrocław's
kindergartens. Second edition, beginning in September, with the support of TWG 2017 Ambassador
Anna Lewandowska and others, will be extended reach at least 10000 children.
One of the main elements of Mali wspaniali is taking part in the Wrocław Physical Education test which
measures the difference in children's level of physical fitness from the beginning to the end of the
program. While initial results point to a marked improvement among those tested - 38% of
participants attained the highest level of physical fitness, up from 8% at the start.
Talks are currently underway with the Dolnośląski Voivodeship Governor's Office, which has expressed
its willingness to help expand the program to other areas outside of Wrocław in order to provide fitness
classes for approximately 1000 more children. The Ministry of Sport and Tourism has its pledged
financial support and has declared its intention to implement similar programs in the Łódzki and
Małopolski Voivodeships as well.
The Mali wspaniali Youth Program is one part of the Legacy Program of TWG 2017 whose main goal is
to encourage the residents of Wrocław to spend their free time in an active way. The program is
organised by the Education Department of the City of Wrocław and the Wrocław Organising
Committee of The World Games 2017. Academic support is provided by Wrocław's Academy of
Physical Education with technical support from the sport and education foundation Infinity.
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B) Handball Academy of Little Champions
Thanks to the support of the WOC of TWG 2017 children attending primary school in Wrocław had the
unique opportunity to take part in free handball training sessions conducted by Artur Siódmiak a longtime member of the Polish national team. The sessions were held twice a week in two age groups:
classes 1-3 and classes 4-6. Besides teaching children the secrets of playing handball, Artur Siódmiak,
along with Wrocław basketball legend Adam Wójcik, took the opportunity to emphasize the necessity
of eating well and leading a healthy lifestyle.
These sessions further embodied the TWG 2017 mission of promoting physical activity as well as raising
awareness of the Games sport disciplines, of which beach handball is one.
C) Floorball – teaches, educates and entertains
On 9 September, the Polish Floorball Association, together with the Wrocław Organizing Committee
of "The World Games 2017" and the School Sports Association "Lower Silesia" officially launched the
joint project "Floorball - teaches, entertains and educates."
It is the educational project, and assumes to provide sporting equipment and training of thirty
instructors of floorball, who will conduct classes for youth. The project is to identify as many children
gifted in sports and to invite them to participate in the sports clubs. Under the program, training of
trainers, teachers and volunteers has also been planned. Sports activities will be conducted by the
licensed trainers of the Polish Floorball Association. There will also be the national sports competitions,
during which young novices of floorball will have the opportunity to test their skills with their peers
from other schools.
The project is co-financed by the Ministry of Sport and Tourism. The amount of the subsidy from the
Ministry of Sport and Tourism is 100 000 PLN (30 000 USD). The project is executed in cooperation with
the Wrocław Organising Committee of The World Games 2017 and the Office of the Marshal of Lower
Silesia. The project will be executed in cooperation with the Ministry of Sport and Tourism also in 20162017.
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8. Wrocław Extra
In this unique section of Wrocław one can find four places of worship within a distance of barely 300
metres: the Roman Catholic Church of St Anthony of Padua, the White Stork Synagogue, the Orthodox
Cathedral of the Birth of the Most Holy Mother of God, and the Augsburg Protestant Church of Divine
Providence. The district has been listed in the city's register of historical sites and is considered
a special historical monument. For those visiting the capitol of Lower Silesia, the path connecting the
four temples is an obligatory stop on your tour.
The district is especially well-known as a place of dialogue and cooperation and hosts many culture
events. Members of the four faiths represented here regularly organize charity fundraisers as well as
educational programs and prayer meetings. Foremost among the four temples is the White Stork
Synagogue where many concerts and exhibitions are held and whose outer courtyard remains full of
life late into the night thanks to a large number of restaurants and pubs close by. Just around the corner
is the Nowe Horizonty Cinema known for showing a wide range of artistic films and for hosting a yearly
popular film festival.
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Appendix – List of contacts:
Kierownictwo/Board
1

Prezes Zarządu

Przygoński

Piotr

President

piotr.przygonski@theworldgames2017.com

2

Dyrektor
Operacyjny

Pierre

Beata

Operations Director

beata.pierre@theworldgames2017.com

3

Dyrektor ds.
Finansów i
Administracji
Prokurent

MielnikJakubiszyn

Małgorzata

Finance &
Administration
Director

4

Dyrektor ds.
Obiektów i
Sportu

Pyzałka

Grzegorz

Venue & Sport
Director

grzegorz.pyzalka@theworldgames2017.com

5

Pełnomocnik
Zarządu ds.
Zarządzania
Projektowego

Agata

Board
Plenipotentiary
for Project
Management

agata.granatowska@theworldgames2017.com

Granatowska

malgorzata.jakubiszyn@theworldgames2017.com

Promocja i Marketing/Promotion and Marketing
6

Koordynator ds.
Komunikacji

Wojciechowska

Patrycja

Communications
Coordinator

patrycja.wojciechowska@theworldgames2017.com

7

Rzecznik
Prasowy

Cecota

Kacper

Spokesperson

kacper.cecota@theworldgames2017.com

8

Kierownik ds.
Marketingu

Budzyński

Marcin

Marketing Manager

marcin.budzynski@theworldgames2017.com

Bojeś-Kuta

Agnieszka

Communications and
CSR Coordinator

agnieszka.kuta@theworldgames2017.com

Łój

Piotr

New Media and
Graphic Design
Coordinator

piotr.loj@theworldgames2017.com

9

10

Koordynator ds.
CSR i
Komunikacji
Specjalista i
Koordynator
Nowych Mediów
i projektów
graficznych

Obsługa i Programy/Games Services
11

Koordynator ds.
Obsługi i
Programów

Allavena

Cyril

Games Services
Coordinator

cyril.allavena@theworldgames2017.com

12

Koordynator ds.
Logistyki

Margol

Paweł

Logistic Coordinator

pawel.margol@theworldgames2017.com

13

Koordynator ds.
Hospitality

Czech

Małgorzata

Hospitality
Coordinator

malgorzata.czech@theworldgames2017.com

14

Koordynator ds.
Wolontariatu

Guzowski

Lech

Volunteer
Coordinator

lech.guzowski@theworldgames2017.com
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